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DEFINITIONS EXPLANATORY OF THE POSITION OF
"THE OPEN COURT."
The Data of experience are perceptions.
Reality is the sum total of all that is.
Truth is the conformity of cognition to reality.
[Truth being a relation between subject and object appears to
be relative in its nature. Absolute truth is a self-contradiction; it
would imply cognition without a cognizing subject.
At the same time it is obvious that absolute existence (in fact
everything absolute) is impossible. Reality is properly called Wirk-
Uihkeit in German, derived from wirkcn, to take effect. Reality is
not immovable and unchangeable absoluteness, but the effective-
ness of things in their relations. Reality therefore implies not
only existence, but the manifestation of existence also. Existence
and its manifestation are not two different things ; both are one.
The idea of something absolutely Unknowable is therefore also
untenable ; it would imply the existence of an object whose ex-
istence is not manifested /. e., existence without reality; Seiu
ohne Wirklichkeit—which is a contradiction, an impossibility.]
Science is the search for truth.
The nature of science is the economy of thought. {Mach.)
Economy of thought is possible through application of the
laws of form to thought.
Knowledge is the possession of certain truths.
[Knowledge is, so to say, the present stock or capital with
which Science works. Science cannot exist without knowledge.
The object of Science is not only to increase and enlarge knowl-
edge but also to purify the present stock of knowledge from vague-
ness, errors, and misconceptions.
The purpose of knowledge is that of increasing our power over
nature.]
Monism is that philosophy which recognizes the oneness of All-
•existence, and the Religion of Monism teaches that the individual,
as a part of the whole, has to conform to the cosmical laws of the
All.
Religion is man's aspiration to be in harmony with the All.
[Religion has been defined differently in the columns of The
Open Court, but all definitions that have been presented are in
strict agreement. Mr. Hegeler in No. 25, defines Religion as
"man's union with the All " (taking the definition from the Lu-
theran Catechism " Religion ist der Bund des Menschen mit Gott
durchGott," and replacing the Word God by the more compre-
hensive word The All). The editor has defined Religion as
"man's consciousness of his relation to the All" (No. 24); as "Das
AUgefiihl im Einzelnen," the All-feeling in the individual (see
foot-note page 965); as " man's conception of the world that serves
him as a guiding-star through life" (page 1180).]
Morals are man's conduct in so far as it is in unison with the All.
[The basis of morality is religion. A moral educator or
preacher may justly be asked, "On what authority dost thou jus-
tify thy precepts?" And he will tell us that his authority is not
personal; he speaks in the name of universal order. Accordingly
his authority is that of religion. If it were not so, all his good
precepts would have no foundation; they would hover in the air
like beautiful dreams that have no reality.]
Ethics is the Science of Morals ; it teaches man why he must,
and how he can, regulate his conduct so as to be in unison
with the All.
Natural history and the history of mankind prove that here on
earth a constant progress takes place developing ever higher forms
of existence.
Morally good are those acts which are in harmony with the All,
i. e., those which enhance progress, and morally bad s.re those
which are not in harmony with the All, ;'. e., those which retard or
prevent progress.
[Religion (man's aspiration to be in unison with the All) has
naturally produced many superstitious notions in the world, of its
origin, and of its purpose. Similarly, science (man's search for
truth) has produced many errors or false notions of reality. But
all the superstitions of religion do not prove that religion as such
is an illusion, and all the errors of science are no evidence that sci-
ence as such is a sham.
It is obvious that religion and science, as here defined, are not
contradictory to, but complementary of, each other. If religion
and science do not agree, it is a certain sign that our conception of
either the one or the other is wrong. The history of the human
mind has been one of constant conflict and reconciliation between
religion and science. Their relation has repeatedly been disturbed
and re-adjusted.
The unitary conception of the world affords the only basis for
the union of Religion and Science, and opens a new vista of pro-
gress for both.]
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POETRY AND SCIENCE.
BY PROF. CALVIN THOMAS.
It seems to be very generally believed that poetry
has in our day lost somewhat of its former power and
prestige in the lives of men. Who has not heard of
our "modern prosaic age" and our dethronement of
romance? Occasionally, to be sure, some one like the
author of an article on "Our Noble Selves" in a
recent English review, insists that the much lamented
decadence of poetry is for the most part an illusion
caused by lack of a proper perspective ; and that we
of to-daj' not only have as good poets as our grand-
fathers earlier in the century had, but actually care
as much for poetry as they did. But this seems to
be only the opinion of an optimistic few ; the majority
of those who discuss the question appear to look upon
the decadence of poetry as a fact beyond dispute.
And when they try to explain it they usually have
recourse to the ever increasing prevalence and pres-
sure of the scientific spirit.
It is argued, or more commonly it is simply as-
sumed, that the genius of poetry and the genius
of science are enemies. Poetry, we constantly hear,
thrives on myths and marvels and seeks to perpetuate
them, while science puts an end to them by explaining
them in terms of every day fact. Keats proposed a
toast in execration of Newton for destroying the poetry
of the rainbow. Schiller elaborates the familiar theme
in his poem "The Gods of Greece", mournfully
contrasting our modern "whirling ball of fire " with
the old "golden chariot of Helios." The idea of
restoring to life its lost poetry and mystery was the
starting-point of German romanticism; this it was
which led a large number of men to turn their longing
eyes back to the Middle Ages as a time when life had
warmth and color as well as light ; when the breach
between faith and reason, superstition and scientific
knowledge, did not yet exist. This same conviction
of the flatness and prosiness of the present time in
comparison with a more or less remote past, inspired
much of the work of Thomas Carlyle. It seemed to
him that the "Minerva press," the "diffusion of
knowledge," and the increasing tendency to observe,
analyze and discuss, were eradicating from men's
souls the capacity for worship and admiration. Hence
that strange book of his upon "Heroes and Hero-
worship."
But now when we look back calmly upon these
solicitudes, how fantastic they appear. The poetry
of the rainbow has not really suffered at all at the
hands of modern physics. It has flourished just as
well since Newton's time as it did before. Men may
no longer believe in the myth of Iris, or in Elohim's
covenant with Noah, but the poetry of the rainbow is
still there. The myths themselves were forms of it
and now the form has changed. That is all. The
charm, or, if you will, the mystery of the bow in the
clouds, is as potent as it ever was, in fact, is heightened
rather than weakened by our scientific knowledge.
Schiller deplored the Entgotterung of nature, because
he thought, or feigned to think, that thus a beautiful
well-spring of poetry had been lost ; but he was him-
self the destined discoverer of new springs that, for
him and his time, far more than made good the loss.
Solar physics has not interfered with the poetry of the
sky, nor has the loss of dryads, nymphs, and tritons
destroyed the "divinity" of sea and land. We have
from Goethe, Byron, Shelley, Wordsworth and Emer-
son a poetry of nature that touches the human spirit
much more deeply, and tunes it to far finer issues
than the old Greek myths ever did for those who
believed in them. The period when the Romanticists
were turning their weary eyes back to medieval Ca-
tholicism in search of poetry seems to us one of the
most poetic epochs in history ; it was the time of the
Revolution, of the Napoleonic wars. Or again, if we
look back to the era when Carlyle was thundering
against the wretched " gigmanity " of his contempo-
raries, it does not seem to us especially unheroic. In
fact, we see in Carlyle himself and in some of his Lon-
don neighbors much more satisfactory "heroes" than
several of those whom he saw fit to glorify.
It is impossible for those who live at any particular
epoch to see it as it will be seen by those that come
after. So as regards the prosaic, unromantic character
of the present age, if we had nothing in evidence but
the subjective impressions of men now living (even
though they were our wisest men), we might rest
assured that the much talked-of decadence of poetry
is largely illusor)'. For if, looking out upon the actual
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state of affairs in any country, say our own, which is
generally regarded as the most prosaic in the world,
we seemed to note a dearth of original, powerful poetic
production, we should merely infer that poetry was
then and there passing through a temporary eclipse
and might be expected to re-emerge soon in all its old
power and authority. But those who take the gloomier
view of this question now usually profess to rely not
on anj'body's subjective impression, but on the general
argument that science is hostile to poetry, and ours is
a pre-eminently scientific age. Now our present con-
cern is with the first clause of this argument and it
does not lie in our path to look into the second very
closely. If it did, we might perhaps find some reason
to doubt whether ours is a pre-eminently scientific
age in any sense which could greatly affect this
question. As long as men keep learning more and
finding new applications of the added knowledge, each
age is in a sense more scientific than the preceding
one. The French encyclopedists regarded themselves
as the inaugurators of an Age of Reason, but they
were not so. The Age of Reason dates back to the
beo'inning of the human record, as does the Age of
Religion and the Age of Poetry. Nevertheless it is
hardly to be doubted that the last half of the nine-
teenth century has witnessed a general energizing of
the scientific spirit. Authority began to count for
less, investigation for more. Within the last few
decades men have become familiar as they never were
before not only with the practical applications of
scientific discovery, but with the general modus oper-
andi of scientific work. There are vastly more workers
than there ever were before. And with increasing
familiarity goes, in the main, increasing respect. The
scientic spirit is in the air. It is by no means as
universally diffused as is sometimes represented ; but
it affects the church more or less, the home and the
school considerably, and every-day life mightily. It
is slowly percolating through the mass of men and
doing its inevitable work upon all the earlier presup-
positions of human life. Thus the question whether
the spirit of science and the spirit of poetry are
essentially incompatible becomes a really interesting
and vital one. If they are, it will not do to talk of an
eclipse of poetry ; we must rather suppose that it has
entered on a real decadence and that its power and
authority are destined to go on waning in proportion
as those of science increase. How is it, then, with
respect to this fundamental incompatibility?
Coleridge once said that the real antithesis of
poetry is not prose, but science ; and in commenting
upon the words of Coleridge Mr. Theodore Watts, the
writer of the excellent article on Poetry in the new
Encyclopaedia Britannica, makes this remark: "In-
deed, with the literature of fact, as opposed to the
literature of power, poetry has nothing to do. Facts
have no place in poetry until they are brought into
relation to a human soul." Some confirmation of this
general view appears to be afforded by the experience
of Darwin. Readers of Darwin's autobiographical
memoir will recall the striking passage in which he
speaks of the gradual atrophy of his own interest in
poetry and of his capacity for appreciating it. Is
this case typical ? Does it describe a necessary effect
of the scientific spirit upon the mind's poetic sus-
ceptibilities? And if so, why? Here it would be
natural to turn attention to Goethe as the great modern
exemplar of the entire compatibility of the scientific
and the poetic temperament. But let us instead
approach the problem analytically.
Our reasoning upon this matter must depend en-
tirely on our conception of poetry, which is, noto-
riously, a very difficult thing to define. Let one but
make for himself some narrow and dogmatic definition
of poetry ; for instance, let him regard the whole art
as subject to the canons which apply to particular
types of the lyric, and he can easily reach the position
of Coleridge. In fact, he can make his formulae do
any wonders ad libitum ; especially if, like a recent
writer in the Saturday Review, he has previously
identified " science " in his own mind with the dis-
section of crayfish. But what gives anyone the right
to proceed in this way? The conception "poetry"
is, as Watts himself points out, fluid and changeable.
It varies with different peoples and with the same
people at different epochs. We can not distinguish
it sharply from prose, or from metrical rhetoric ; nor
can we affirm with much unction whether it is more
closely akin to music or to the plastic arts. If we
attempt such distinctions, we are simply dogmatizing,
and the next generation may throw our dogmas to the
winds.
But without trying at a formal definition—and thus
adding one more to the long string of failures from
Aristotle down—we may at least say that three ele-
ments, or factors, are, more or less equally, more or
less generally, associated in the minds of men with the
idea of poetry; these are the formal, the inventive, and
the psychical factors ; for brevity let us say, the form,
the fiction, and the message. These factors are dis-
tinct enough to be kept apart in thought, though in
fact they often blend all but inseparably. The history
of poetry is the historj' of the varying accentuation, in
various forms of art, and at different epochs, of these
three elements. Now it is the form, now the fiction,
and again the message which most engages men's
minds and seems to them to constitute the essence of
poetry. But who shall tell us what this essence really
is? Our English word "poet," from the Greek noiia,
to make, accents the constructive formal element. As
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a rule we give the name of poetry onl)^ to metrical lan-
guage, and there are theorists who would make meter
the one absolute sine <jua non of poetry. This would
require us to give the name to a rhymed multiplication
table, which does not do the work of poetry at all, or
does it to an infinitesimal degree, and at the same time
to refuse the name to " Ivanhoe," which does the work
of poetry in a very high degree. The German no-
menclature is different. The verb dichtcn, from the
Latin dictare, goes back to the Middle Ages when the
poets, who often could not write, "dictated" their
musings to an amanuensis. Thus the word came to
connote most prominently the idea of "inventing,"
and to-daj', as is well known, the title of Dichte?- be-
longs to a Dickens as much as to a Tennyson. So also
Poesic is freely applied by the Germans to prose fic-_
tion. Even we talk of prose-poems and of poetical
prose.
What is to be gained by refusing the name of poe-
tr}' to a vast body of literature which does the work
of poetry? If a piece of writing gratifies the instinct
for beauty of form, if it presents a fiction that is emi-
nently interesting, and if it contains a 'message which
is the self-revelation of a highly gifted spirit, we have
poetry in its highest manifestation. But if a piece of
writing does any one of these in a high degree, without
at the same time altogether neglecting the other two,
it does to some extent the characteristic work of poe-
try. Beauty of form may relate to rhythm, to verbal
expression, or to the symmetry of the whole. The fic-
tion may have a wide range from a fieeting fancy to
the tale of the " Divine Comedy." In the lyric it may
on occasion be reduced to zero, since it is the nature
of the lyric to be chiefly form and message. The mes-
sage, too, admits of endless variety. Just now, indeed,
we regard it as of the essence of poetry that its mes-
sage be aglow with the warmth and color of personal
feeling. We care for melody, sentiment, vision, and
will not permit our poet to argue with us. With Pope
and Dryden it was not so. They cared indeed for cor-
rectness, but they did not mind mechanical monotony,
and they looked upon the appeal to reason as the su-
preme function of poetry. The exquisite workman-
ship and the labyrinthine sinuosities of impossible
emotion which we now admire, or pretend to, would
have seemed to them almost contemptible. Were they
not then poets? Is logical, ratiocinative, didactic
verse a "legitimate" form of art? If not, how are we
to pigeon-hole Schiller's "Song of the Bell?" To talk
of the legitimate in such connection is to talk of
fashions.
Taking, now, this broad view of poetry, and a cor-
respondingly broad view of science as trustworthy
knowledge more or less systematized, and of the sci-
entific spirit as that spirit which leads men to^try to
get at trustworthy knowledge by using their wits to
that end, let us shape our inquiry thus : If the scien-
tific spirit is hostile to poetry, which one of the ele-
ments of poetry does it interfere with?
First, is it the formal element ? Certainly not. As
well contend that accurate knowledge of anatomy in-
terferes with sculpture. The atmosphere of scientific
knowledge is distinctly favorable to the mastery and
to the appreciation of poetic form. The great masters
of form have been men of learning. Milton, whose
unfailing touch in matters of rhythm was held by Mat-
thew Arnold to be his grand distinction, was at home
in all the science of his day. Our own scientific age,
.whatever else may be said of its achievements in poe-
try, has nowhere allowed the formal element of it to
deteriorate. It may be true that the scientific temper,
caring as it does more for substance than for form,
does tend to predispose the mind against poetry that
is all form and without substance. But this is surely
no very forceful indictment of science as an enemy of
poetry. The modern bard who has only a manner of
saying must e'en content himself to be neglected for
the great ones of the past who had not only a manner
of saying, but also something to say. The only point
here insisted on is that the scientific spirit does not of
itself incapacitate either the artist in shaping, or his
public in enjoying, the purely formal element of his
work.
Is it then the inventive element of poetry that is
endangered by science ? This again can hardly be
argued. Invention does not count for much just now,
except in prose fiction, and it seems to count for less
and less even there. But it has counted in the past
and may count again ; and so far as it does count, it
depends upon the same faculties of mind that are
called into play in a great deal of the best scientific
work. For science is not merely natural science, nor
is this merely the patient dissection of crayfish. The
real, characteristic work of the man of science begins
with synthesis; it is the building up of a mental fabric
out of all the data at hand, while the poet's is the
building up of a mental fabric out of data selected by
him for his purpose. For the poet imagines nothing,
can imagine nothing, the elements of which are not
data of Nature. His gods, and angels, and demons,
his griffins, gorgons, and chimeras, and all their oper-
ations, are simply compounds of what he has seen and
heard. Now the building up of such a mental fabric,
whether it be science or poetrj', is, where it has to do
with concrete things, essentially a work of the con-
structive imagination. And this is true not only of
such mental fabrics as the nebular hypothesis, the
theory of a glacial epoch, or of the origin of species by
natural selection, but it is true also in large measure
of the historical sciences. The portrayer of a nation's
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history, of a man, an epoch, a movement, needs vision
just as the poet needs it. He must see his objects
moving before his mind's eye, and, other things being
equal, the excellence of his work as science will be in
proportion to the vividness with which he sees. His
procedure is that of an artist. The splendid portrait
of Julius Cassar in Mommsen's ' ' Rome " is an achieve-
ment of the constructive imagination just as much as
is Shakespeare's Caesar. And each aims in its way at
truth ; the difference lies not in the way of working,
but in the kind of truth aimed at. The scientific spirit
may, though it certainly does not always, dispose the
mind unfavorably toward wild and fantastic fictions in
poetry, but it does riot of itself interfere either with
the use or with the appreciation of the constructive
imagination. Does poetry on its own account any
longer need wild and fantastic fictions ?
It must be, then, in the message of poetry, if any-
where, that the seat of its antipathy to science is to be
sought. And here undeniably the case for Coleridge's
view is somewhat stronger. It is urged that the mes-
sage of poetry is, properly, fervid, ecstatic, intuitive,
deals with facts only as related to the human soul, and
makes its appeal to feeling, fancy, imagination; while
that of science is calm, ratiocinative, analytic, considers
facts for their own sake, and makes its appeal to the
reason. I am far from wishing to deny all validity to
these antitheses, but it is easy to make too much of
them. The old fictions of inspiration, divine afflatus,
and so forth, undoubtedly have a reality back of them.
That reality is a psychical state involving intense men-
tal preoccupation, an exaltation or a sudden rush of
feeling, and a heightened power of intellectual vision.
But now, these states of consciousness are not the pe-
culiar dower of a few ; all men are more or less subject
to them, which means that there are very many kinds
and degrees of inspiration. The essence of the poet's
message cannot lie in the fact that it proceeds from a
more or less wrapt psychical state, since that is true
of much other mental performance besides poetry, and
is not always true of poetry. No one supposes that
the opening lines of the "^neid" were thrown off at
a white heat any more than the opening lines of Mac-
aulay's Historj'. At most the language used above can
apply only to the lyric mood and it does not always
apply to that. There are good lyrics that are as calm
and contemplative as the very Muse of Science herself.
We must give up the idea that the power of the poet's
message lies in his occasional mysterious inspiration.
That mystery is, as with other brain-workers, very
much a matter of business and of will. Goethe likens
his own poetic ecstasis to a state of somnambulism
;
but the state lasted, while "Werther" was under waj?,
for four weeks. This means that he could recall it
each morning ; and we know that in later life he be-
came something of an expert in "coijimanding his
poetry." How, then, does the ecstasis of "Werther"
really differ from that intense mental preoccupation
with which he was wont, and with which many a man
is wont, to pursue a purely scientific problem ?
Largely illusory, too, is the distinction that science
is literature of fact, while poetry is literature of power.
As was remarked in another connection, it is not true
that science considers facts for their own sake ; it
considers them as related to some further synthesis of
the mind. Until we have that the facts are only the
raw materials of science. And the same facts may be
at the same time the raw material of poetry. Take
the well known verses of Goethe :
" Ueber alien Gipteln
1st Ruh';
In alien Wipteln
Sparest du
Kaum einen Hauch
;
Die Vogelein schvveigen im Walde,
Warte nur—balde
Ruhest du auch."
No one will deny the fine lyric effect of these lines;
if any one does, alas for his theories! But the first
six lines are simply statements of fact. They are the
raw material of either science or poetry, according to
the nature of the mental synthesis to which they may
be related by what follows. If the author had related
them to some statement, say concerning the atmos-
pheric conditions of Mt. Kickelhahn at a particular
time of the day, they would have been science; as it
is, he has related them to his own personality, giving
us a glimpse of a perturbed soul longing for peace,
and they are poetry. So impalpable is the line that
divides the two ; a word, a breath changes the one to
the other.
But some one will say, not so impalpable after all
;
facts related to thought are science, related to feeling
they become poetry. True in a sense, but the sense
in which it is true does not take us far. Such terms
as thought and feeling, mind and soul, fancy imagin-
ation, will, and what not, do not correspond to any
separate air-tight compartments built by mother
Nature in the human mentality. That mentalitj' is
one and indivisible. The states of consciousness to
which we give these and other similar names have a
common root and their branches are inextricably
intertwined. What moves the one swa3's, or may
swa}', all the others.
I conclude, then, that the idea oi any radical anti-
thesis between poetry and science is at the bottom
untenable. Poetry is in no danger of a general blight
from the pressure of the scientific spirit. It may be
that one can not be at the same moment under the
dominion of the scientific and of the lyric mood. But
he can be the one to-day and the other to-morrow
;
nor need his predilection for the one mood (unless he
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deliberate!}^ starves half of his nature, as Darwin did
and regretted doing) interfere with his appreciation
of what belongs to the other. It is here much as it
is with the far-famed conflict of religion and science.
Not religion, only at the utmost religions, have any-
thing to fear from the advancement of science, and
the goal of the future is not the subjugation of one by
the other, but a more and more perfect synthesis of
the two. So it is not poetrj', but at the most certain
historical manifestations of poetry, that can be
endangered by the onward march of the scientific
spirit. Poetry and science have so far gone hand in
hand and have played parts of equal prominence and
value in the history of humanit}'. So it will be also
hereafter ; for both have their roots deep down in
primal human instincts that are imperishable.
THE STRUGGLE FOR SALVATION.
BY P. MICHAELIS.--'
Prof. Wilhelm Bender, of the university of Bonn,
ranks at the present time, as a conspicuous reformer
in German theological circles. Among his professional
colleagues at least, he is to be regarded as the first who
has earnestly endeavored, and succeeded in the en-
deavor, to construct anew the foundations of religion
on the lines of modern science.
At bottom, there is nothing strictly new in what
Bender says ; it is new only for theology. Nearly the
same thoughts, suggestively at least, are to be found in
the works of Feuerbach and others ; although the
merit must be granted Bender of having once for all
severed the anthropological character of religion from
its dependence on philosophical speculation, and of
having brought religion into firm connection with
historico-critical methods of investigation. In other
words, the attempt of Prof. Bender is, to bring religion,
this highest form of the human mind's activity, like
all other expressions of the mind of man, within the
modern standpoint of evolution. This intention is
evidenced in the very title of his latest publication,
"The Struggle for Salvation,"! which plainly rests
upon Darwin's "Struggle for Existence." This little
monograph is admirably adapted as an introduction
to the views of Prof. Bender. It is addressed to the
cultured public of Germany and the entire world, and
by no means exclusively to theologians. It will be
our endeavor here, to present the salient points of this
new conception.
The gifted anchorite of Bruckberg, Ludwig Feuer-
bach, in his work Wesen ties Christenthums, was
the first to advance the idea, that the true mean-
ing of theology is anthropology ; in other words,
* Translated from the Deutsche Gcgcnivart by 1 r/i'.
t Dcr Kampfiim die Seligkeit (Bonn, .Max Cohen & SohnV
that deity is only a copy, or, if it be preferred, an
ideal copy of man. All that we predicate of God
is a predication of human nature. All attempts
to establish an essential difference between God and
man are resolved into naught, so soon as we thorough-
ly investigate the problem by speculative philosoph-
ical methods. Religion is a dream of the human soul.
The gods realize what men aspire after. "The gods
accomplish," says he, "what men desire; that is,
they fulfil the laws of the human heart. What men
are only in soul, the gods are in body ; what the former
achieve only in volition, fancy, and heart, only spirit-
uall}', as it were—for instance, the power of being
suddenly present at some remote spot—the gods can
accomplish ph3'sically. The gods are the able-bodied,
incarnate, and realized wishes of man—the obliterated
boundaries that nature has placed on the human heart
and will ; they are beings endowed with unfettered
will—beings whose powers of body are exactly equal
to their powers of will. * * * The God of the Israelites,
at the behest of Joshua, commands the sun to stand
still ; at that of Elijah sends down the rain ; and so
also the God of the Christians, as a signal proof of his
own divinity, namely, of his power to grant all wishes
to man, calms by virtue of his simple word the raging
sea, heals the sick, and resurrects the dead. In all
this the simple wish and simple word are proclaimed
as a higher power controlling nature."
Feuerbach himself, from his extreme Hegelian
point of view, had understood that religious life also
was realized according to a definite law of development.
Man wants to subjugate the world ; man aspires to
convert the unpropitious, uncanny character of nature
into an intelligent, compliant factor in perfect har-
mon}' with all human cravings. But his views of the
proposed aim must needs vary with the advancing
growth of reason. So long as he remains himself a
purely physical being, the objects of his Worship are
likewise physical objects. So soon as he has become
a political being, his Godhead likewise becomes po-
litical, and wholly distinct from nature. In such case
abstract, moral powers—the majesty of the law, the
power of public opinion, of honor, and virtue—will be
raised high above man's physical existence ; while at
the same time the empire of nature is lowered into a
mere attribute and instrument of the political and
moral power. Then does Zeus wield his thunderbolt,
and inexorably strike down the offenders against his
laws, all perjurers and evil-doers; then also Jehovah,
amidst thunder and lightning, compels the Israelites
to walk in all the paths that he has bidden them. In
other words, whenever the will and reason of man
have been raised above nature, his Godhead also must
become a supernatural being. The absolute control
of nature then becomes his loftiest conception, the
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highest essence and object of all his worship and re-
ligion.
And thus man fictitiously imputes to the Godhead
his own wishes and aspirations. He attributes to the
world a particular purpose ; views the world according
to the laws of finality, and seeks in it for a living
providence, disposing all things for his best welfare.
The supreme control of the gods is thus narrowed,
as man progresses, and the celestials themselves are,
after a fashion, sublimated along with all human de-
velopment. But, since natural providence, must al-
ways have its definite limits, so at all times there will
still remain ample room for the Godhead. "The gods
know and speak to me ; they clearly determine all
that nature leaves in darkness and uncertainty, and
surrenders to chance. The domain of the fortuitous,
of the positive, individual, unforeseen, incalculable,
is the domain of the gods—the domain of religious
providence. And oracle and prayer constitute acts of
religious consecration, because man seeks to make
what is fortuitous, obscure, and uncertain, an object
of providence, of certitude, orof trust. " Feuerbach
thereupon sums up his entire theology in the very
pregnant sentence: "The supersensual behind the
sensual is man before the sensual."
That which less satisfies us in Feuerbach's ingen-
ious and acute exposition is its decided speculative
bias. It frequently looks as if actual facts were
violently forced to enter the line of ideas that make
up his system. And, besides, its amalgamation with a
philosophical system is all the more to be regretted,
since, with the overthrow of the latter, that also which
is true in it, itself seems to have fallen in the general
ruin. The circumstance, too, that in our own days
a wide-spread repugnance to all philosophical specu-
lation has extensively gained ground, explains why
ideas of this kind have now for a time been neglected.
It is therefore all the more a source of satisfaction,
that these ideas, independently of speculative hypo-
thesis, have now been tested exclusively by the truth
which they contain, and solely by the formal applica-
tion of valid scientific laws, as generally admitted in
our day.
In this consists the first advantage that Bender
enjoys over Feuerbach, to which may be added, that
in our own time the comparative history of religion
has made a very great advance be3'ond the point it
occupied forty years ago. This particular province,
formerly entirely neglected, is now being cultivated in
numerous universities by very eminent teachers, and
surprising facts are daily brought to light. Only
from such results, doubtless, can be laid the genuine
foundation of a serious discussion of the character of
a religion that lays its main stress on man. For, how-
ever hostile to all history may be a view of religion
that exclusively rests on revelation, still an historical
and anthropological investigation of the nature of
religion is only imaginable under the assumption that
such an hypothesis can be proved by historical facts.
It is not Prof. Bender's smallest advantage over
his predecessor that he perfectly controls this religio-
historical material, as might be shown from many
details, although, of course, there is no intention of
imparting this vast material in extetiso, but rather to
make it the basis of deeper investigation. In fact,
this could not be done by aid solely of the available
material of a few occidental religions ; only more
recent ethnographical investigations allow us a com-
prehensive survey of this luxuriant domain, and pre-
sent at the same time to our view certain particular
sides of religiousness, which, to the student, gain per-
haps in value, even through the very oddness of their
first aspect. Finally Prof. Bender agreeably differs
from Feuerbach by his greater discretion.
Still Prof
.
Bender does not seem entirely fair when
he maintains that he no more agrees with Feuerbach
than with Schleiermacher, Biedermann, and others.
For, as a matter of fact, it was Bender who first
consistently disregarded the factor of the Godhead.
But he justly guards against Feuerbach's rash infer-
ence regarding deity as a pure product of human
wishes, and proves, on the contrary, that the belief in
divinity rests upon very real foundations.
Science, Bender maintains, cannot regard as its
aim either the creation or the destruction of the ideals
of man. It is the office, sole and simple, of science,
to understand and explain them ; but we shall not
be able to obtain a correct comprehension of religious
life, if we start from a religious ideal which does
not tally with reality. Such an ideal, however sub-
lime, would be liable to be regarded as an empty
reverie. On the contrary, jive must point out the firm
soil from which it grew in the history of the develop-
ment of our race and in the laws of our own life, as
still to-day it might grow there. The attempt to re-
gard religion as something absolutely apart, as a
phenomenon unsusceptible of comparison with any
other, has been definitively proved a shallow concep-
tion. Prof. Bender adopts the very opposite methods.
He endeavors to conceive religion as flesh of our flesh
and bone of our bone ; not diviner and not less goAXy;
not better and not worse ; not truer and not less true,
than all the other spiritual activities of man ; rearing
indeed its head high into the sky, but with its feet
deeply rooted in the common mother earth, from
which all life springs. This, certainl)', may destroy
the dazzling aureole of holiness of which religion ever
loved to make a pompous exhibition, but as an indem-
nification for the loss we may perhaps discover some-
thing which actually turns religion into a necessary
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and victorious weapon of man in the struggle for
existence. Prof. Bender aims to prove that religion
everywhere is a manifestation of the activity of man,
and never of the activity of a deity—in other terms,
that the Godhead can claim no other and no greater
share in the origin and growth of religion than the share
assigned it by religious faith in the origin and develop-
ment of all things in the world. And, scientifically
speaking, this is really the only tenable point of view.
So long as it is only mortal man who professes religion,
and not God, so long also must we explain religion as
we do all other human things. Any other explana-
tion accepting the auxiliary addition of a "super-
natural" influence, has, to modern science, entirely
lost all intelligible meaning.
Every form of human activity, all human civiliza-
tion, from agriculture and practical handicraft to art,
science, law, and morals, must be conceived and
understood as a grand reciprocal action between the
world and man. And that religion, evidently, must
stand in the self-same relation, sufficiently appears
from the fact that historically it is intimately inter-
woven with the life of the world. We cannot avoid
regarding it otherwise than as a natural phenomenon,
accompanying the advancing stages of human culture
;
as one weapon among the many other weapons, which
man lays hold of in his unflagging struggle for exist-
ence. Nay, even when in certain aspects and forms
religion appears to detach man from the life of the
earth, it still continues faithfully in his service ; for
religion then holds forth to man the hope of that sal-
vation and bliss, in a higher world, which he seeks
for in vain on this earth. Yet the necessary disposi-
tion of things, according to which this reciprocal
action between the world and man takes place, con-
stitutes precisely the so-called struggle for existence.
In this way only are obtained, preserved, and propa-
gated the beneficent acquisitions of human civiliza-
tion. All human society is developed and perfected
in this struggle for existence. But man would not
continue the struggle if existence afforded him no
pleasure ; if from the struggle he did not expect to
derive an increase of his possession, of his strength,
the satisfaction and felicitation of his personal being.
Thus, not only does the instinct of self preserva-
tion, but likewise an instinct of self-improvement in
harmony with the laws of nature, forcibly thrust the
requisite arms into the hands of society, and teach it
to use those weapons to the advancement of the
common weal. And from out of this universal com-
bat for existence, as a pure necessity of nature, there
arises the ideal of a more perfect condition of life,
which, though its realization be postponed to the end
of all time, 3'et constantly hovers above human society
like a star of guidance.
We have to understand, and bear in mind this truth,
if we wish to understand the origin and development
of religion. For, just as religion itself was born from
out this struggle for existence ; as it adapted itself unto
all the forms that this struggle assumed in the course
of the development of the human race ; as it actually
sprang from the same motive elements from which
civilization sprang ; so likewise religion ever served,
and still serves the same objects that make for and
condition the advancement of human civilization.
Rightly understood, the ultimate aim of religion, in
fact, is the improvement and happiness of human so-
ciety. Religion has ever adapted itself to all interests
and purposes, to every means and institution that man,
according to his respective stage of culture, was com-
pelled to adopt and employ.
In man's earlier stages of social development his
most vital interests were centered in the preservation
of life and health, of possession and family ; in success
in the hunt and in war ; and all these, moreover, were
the main objects of his religious worship and of his
most ardent invocations. In a like manner, in our own
day, to the immense majority of human beings the
provision of food, clothing, and shelter forms the prin-
cipal object of all labor, and at the same time of their
sincerest prayers. If this truth has often been over-
looked, the oversight must be imputed to the super-
natural character of our education.; for it is unques-
tionably true that our most passionate supplications
uncontrollably well forth from the combat for life in
which we are constantly involved : when our toilsome
efforts are threatened with failure, or some windfall of
fortune brightens our paths ; when some beloved fel-
low creature is seen struggling with an insidious dis-
ease, or when mighty nations rise to fight the battle of
existence with weapons in hand. And religion in the
same manner accompanies the human struggle for the
possession of purely ideal goods, upon the care of which
the preservation and progress of society are in no less
degree dependent. For man everywhere wishes for
the success of his work, and is animated by the hope,
that his efforts may be accompanied by success. But
this wish in itself is only the elementary form of religion.
Every single effort or task affords a motive for the
creation of a religion ; for our work does not only and
exclusively depend on ourselves, but far more on all
the fortuitous external circumstances amidst which
our efforts are made. In so far, accordingly, as religion
is only an ardent wish for success, it primarily lacks a
definite content, and it only acquires the latter through
the interests that man wishes to realize.
From all this we may gain a sufficiently clear in-
sight into the primeval rise of religion. That which
man aims at obtaining, is never entirely dependent
upon his own laborious efforts, but upon external cir-
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cumstances and conditions of existence, which we fail
perfectly to perceive and to control. Man, indeed, in
the course of the development of civilization makes
astonishing progress ; in the struggle for existence he
learns to employ more and more perfectly the weapons
at his disposal ; and so, by the very development of
civilization itself the domain of his wishes becomes
limited,-
-indeed, with the form of our civilization
changes likewise the form of our wishes. Still, there
always will be left a considerable remnant of incalcu-
lable possibilities, and at all times there will also exist
a motive for the creation of a religion ; in other words,
man, through his aspirations and wishes, will never
cease to endeavor to correct the extant deficit between
that which he wishes and that which he has.
Nevertheless, this wish for success, must primarily
be regarded as only the soil on which religion grows.
Here a further question arises : Under what conditions
does this wish adjust and mould itself into faith and
worship, into all that which in the strict sense of the
word we are accustomed to call religion ? For although
many may not have passed beyond that elementary
form of religion, yet, as a rule, the urgent cravings of
their own needs, and the pressure of the surrounding
conditions of existence will lead much farther. The
vague and erratic desire for help will regulate itself
according to the standard of experience which man
acquires in the struggle for existence. Therefore
man turns to the world of reality and seeks in it for
his gods. His god simply means helping power,
supreme assistance. Concrete beings, whose prepon-
derating influence he long has experienced, become
the exclusive objects of his worship—the sun, earth,
lightning, plants, and animals, and gifted individuals
;
in fact, all that might be expected to help him in the
struggle for existence. Unto all such he might sacrifice
and pray, and adapt himself, not from any theoretical
conviction of finding in them higher beings, but purely
in the practical expectation, that in their turn they
likewise will adjust themselves to his own life inter-
ests, and will promote them. In this manner the re-
ligious evolution of man is not purely arbitrary, but
like the advance of civilization, a reciprocal action
with the world. Man prays for help to the Godhead
to satisfy the natural and temporal interests of ex-
istence
; and the controlling forces and regulations of
nature and of history mediate between man and divine
assistance. The province of religion and the work of
civilization are coincident.
In a like manner also the development of religion
is analogous to the course of evolution of human civil-
ization. Religion indeed does not call forth the
progress of civilization, but, on the contrary, an ad-
vance in the development of civilization actually
causes the transformation of religious faith. Science
manifestly has transformed all religious faith. By
teaching a correct knowledge of the forces and laws of
nature science destroyed natural religion. Science
further divested the legendary heroes of their divin-
ity while showing how all, even the noblest and
most beneficent personalities of history, one and
all, are subject to human limitations and to earthly
finiteness. Still, as science alone cannot produce
civilization, neither does it determine the progressive
development of religion. We ought rather to assume
that all forces co-operate to effect this end. In
every stage of civilization they, taken together, create
some peculiar ideal of existence, in which all in-
terests are represented as satisfied, and all aims as
having been successfully attained. And each life-ideal
is again reflected in the idea of a supreme power,
which controls the universe to the sole advantage of
that ideal, and warrants for its realization. This ideal
changes incessantly, along with the successive stages
of civilization by which it is conditioned and called
forth ; but in each stage such an ideal is indeed the
necessary result.
This, in brief, is what the author understands by
natural religion. He thereupon shows that super-
natural religion, seeking to relegate the realization of
human aspirations to another world, simply arose
from man's despairing of a successful consummation of
that earthly struggle for existence. While subjecting
supernatural religion to a searching criticism, the
author proves that to our modern state of knowledge
this kind of religion has forever lost all intelligible
meaning ; our faith and religion, on the contrary,
ought in turn to accommodate themselves to the life-
ideal, which some day must be realized in the whole
of humanity. The dead religion, which, by aid of
supernatural forms of faith and of works, pretends to
open a phantastic beyond, must soon be transformed
into a living religion that adapts itself to the noble
struggle which man even here on earth must endure
for the sake of his eternal salvation.
THE SITAHARANAM ; OR, THE RAPE OF SITA.
AN EPISODE FROM THE GREAT SANSKRIT EPIC "RAMAYANA."
TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH BY PROF. ALBERT H. GUNLOGSEN.
VII.
At this passionate and harsh speech of Sita, Ha-
vana knit his brow and answered :
"But I am Ravana, O you woman of noble de-
scent ; I am the powerful Dasagriva, from the face of
whom all gods have fled in terror—all Gandharvas,
Pisatchas, and reptiles.
"My own half-brother, the wealthy King \'ais-
ravana, even without a motive by me. was felled in
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battle ; from fear of me having abandoned his royal
residence, and ventured to confront mj' anger.
"King Naravahana*, as is known, dwells on Mount
Kailasa, noblest of mountains ; and from him my valor
won my splendid self-moving chariot, called Push-
paka, on which I ride through the air.
"At the mere sight of my angry face, O daughter
of Mithila, the ten regions of the world hide them-
selves from fear; and even God Indra, with all his
furious host of Suras, boasting to be a match for
Ravana, were once by me defeated in battle ; and
whether armed with the fettersf or without them,
Varuna, the lord of the waters, went away vanquished
by my resistless strength.
"Even Yama, I armed with his black bludgeon
—
a deadly weapon in battle, was by me driven far into
the southern regions ; and from fear of me he never
since has even ventured to stir.
"All those kings of the earth, with all the gods at
their head, before my presence from abject fear will
scatter in every direction.
"Wherever I come the wind is hushed into calm
;
and I can chill even the burning sun-beams, so that
they grow pale and cold. Where I move or stop, the
leaves of the trees cease to quiver, and the rivers cease
to flow.
"Far off in the sea lies my stately residence,
Lanka, an abode worthy of Indra's Amaravati,
crowded with my bold Rakshas. It is surrounded by
extensive bright walls, with gilded turrets pleasant to
the eye ; with arched gates of lazur-stone and ada-
mant; rich in elephants, horses, and chariots, resonant
with strains of music and adorned with groves of trees,
bearing all kinds of costly fruit.
" There, O Princess Sita, you shall dwell with me,
in happy oblivion of all men and women; and enjoy-
ing all human and divine pleasures, you also would
soon forget Rama, himself but a mortal man. His
father, King Dasaratha, having placed his favorite
son on the throne, sent his elder son into the wilder-
ness, as one of much inferior valor.
"And what could you expect to do with a fool
like Rama, exiled from his kingdom, and moreover
a penitent ?
"Therefore, do not repulse from you the lord of
all Rakshas, vi^ho, wounded by the darts of the god of
love, of own free impulse has approached you. But,
if you do reject me, O my fair girl, a great evil will
surely betide you! "
Thus entreated, Sita, incensed with wrath, with
reddening eyes scornfully spurned him from her with
her feet, as is said the Apsaras Urvaci once did with
I is another name of Kuv
Pururavasr'= and there in the solitude she further
addressed the following angry words to the lord of all
Rakshas:
"And you, who treacherously slew your own
brother. King Vaisravana, endowed with every high
quality, have you again come hither to perpetrate evil ?
"Be sure, O Ravana, that the Rakshas, of whom
you are the wicked, foolish, sensual king, must needs
all perish.
"Indra, forsooth, might live, although losing his
wife Saci, but were I to be carried away, Rama,
certain!)', would die ; and you, O king of the rovers of
the night, after robbing Indra's wife Saci, may have
preserved your own life ; but in committing this evil
deed against Rama, you will surely perish—even were
you the God of Death himself!
"Hard pressed in battle by the entire host of
Brahmans and Siddhas,t you shall be hurled to the
infernal regions of the god of death Yam a, struck by
the flaming arrows of Rama."
NOTES.
The first of the essays of M. Binet, treating of the psychology
of various forms of hysteria, will appear in our next issue.
Lift-Lorehegms, with July, its second year. The success o£
this popular magazine of Natural History has been merited. The
character of its illustrations and content-matter is exceptionally
high, and has ensured it in the past, as we hope it will do in the
future, a wide-spread circulation. (W. Mawer, London.)
In conjunction with the essay of Prof. Calvin Thomas, " Po-
etry and Science," may be read the editorials " Classical and Ro-
mantic Art " and "Tragedy and the Problem of Life," in Nos.
46 and 48 of The Open Court. The Open Court would not com-
pose the conflict between poetry and science by broadening the
scope of art, but rather by limiting it and by excluding every ten-
dency to Romanticism as an expression of dualism.
The theory of Max Miiller, of the identity of language and
reason, set forth in his recent works upon the Science of Thought,
has in almost every instance in which the view has been combated,
been grossly misunderstood. Critics refuse to accept the defini-
nition of thinking as a process of adding and subtracting, of com-
bining and separating ; they make the term embrace almost every
psychical act, every act that is predicable of life, sensations, pas-
sions, intuitive judgments, etc., and then proceed coolly to anni-
hilate a doctrine which they have virtually themselves erected.
Thus Professor David Swing, in the CJiicago Evening Journal, of
July 6th, writing of the wondrous mysteries of " Conscious Life,"
incidentally refers to the doctrine of the identity of thought and
language in a similar fashion. Professor Swing cites the action of
fishes in seeking the friendly hand that feeds them as conclusive
evidence that fishes think ; and clinches his proposition by the re-
mark that " thus the question which has long puzzled philosophers
can be settled by a two-year old sun-fish." Prof. Swing's article
is a charming study in imaginative natural history. But even
speculation has its limits, and it is hardly reverential, much less
scientific, to maltreat a philosophical truth merely to adorn a pop-
ular tale.
* Na-avahana
t "The fetters" relate 1
powered and bound Ahi, th
X The God of Death.
, God of Riches,
vhich Indra and the
nd of Urvaci, old in the* The story of Pururavas (son of Budha
Vishnu Purana, 399.
t Siddhas. a class of demi-gods. In this cUka or strophe, the words
" Sriyam-iha vipulam vihaya raudrim " have provisorily been omitted.
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THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*
BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.
CHAPTER XXXVni. — Continued,
The Magister suddenly stopped.
"It was pride," said the Professor, sorrowfully,
"it was envy, that burst forth from an oppressed life
against more fortunate ones, who, perhaps, did not know
more; it was the craving for superiority over others."
" It was that, " continued Knips, plaintively. " First
came the idea of mocking those who employed and
despised me. I thought, if I chose, I had you in my
power, my learned colleagues. Then it became a
purpose and took fast hold on me. I have sat many
nights working at it before I went so far, and fre-
quently have I thrown away what I have done. Pro-
fessor, and hid it under my books. But I was allured
to go on, it became my pride to master the art. When
at last I had done so, it was a pleasure to me to make
use of it. It was less for the gain than for the supe-
riority it gave me."
"It is easy," replied the Professor, "to deceive
men of our sort where they are accustomed to place
firm confidence. Where the acuteness that we acquire
in our work is not brought into play, many of us are
like children, and he who is colder and wishes to de-
ceive may easily for a time play with us. It is a weak
glory to exercise the art of Satan against the innocent."
" I knew that it was a devil with whom I was deal-
ing
; I knew it from the first day. Professor, but I
could not guard myself from him. Thus it was," con-
cluded Knips, seating himself exhausted on the chest.
"Thus it was, Magister," exclaimed Werner, rais-
ing himself up; "but thus it cannot remain. You
were one of us, you can no longer be so. You have
done an injury to the highest good which is granted
to the race of man—the honor of learning. You your-
self knew that he who endangers this honor is a mortal
enemy to our souls. In our realm, where error dailj'
threatens the limited powers of individuals, the de-
termination to be true is a preliminary which none
can be wanting in, without involving others in his
own destruction."
" I was only an assistant," sighed Knips, "and
few cared about me. If others had esteemed me as a
scholar it would not have happened."
"You considered yourself so, and you had a right
to do so," rejoined the Professor. "You felt the
pride of your learning, and you well knew j'our high
vocation. You well knew that you also, the humble
Magister, had your share in the priestly office and in
the princely office of our realm. No purple is nobler,
no rule is more sovereign than ours. We lead the
souls of our nation from one century to another ; and
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ours is the dut}^ of watching over its learning and over
its thoughts. We are its champions against the lies
and spirits of a past time which wander amongst us
clothed with the semblance of life. What we conse-
crate, lives ; and what we condemn, passes away.
The old virtues of the Apostles are required of us
—
to esteem little what is earthly, and to proclaim the
truth. You were in this sense consecrated, like every
one of us
;
your life was pledged to God. On you, as
on all of us, lay the responsibility for the souls of our
nation. You have proved yourself unworthy of this
office, and I grieve, I grieve, wretched man, that I
must separate you from it."
The Magister jumped up, and looked imploringl)-
at the Scholar.
The Professor spoke impressively :
"It is my duty both towards you and others to
speak out. What j'ou have done to my fellow pro-
fessors, and what you have prepared for similar at-
tempts, cannot remain secret. Honorable men must
be warned against the art which you have been led
by a demon to exercise. But in this last hour in which
you stand before me, I feel that I have done too little
to help you against temptation. Without intending to
be unkind, I have perhaps sometimes undervalued
you, in comparison with others, and have forgotten
how hard was your daily life. If you have ever felt
depressed and embittered by my severity, I now atone
for it. For when I, short-sighted, erring man, ad-
vised you to accept a position which was to raise you
out of external need, I participated in your guilt, by
exposing you to new temptation here. That gives
me bitter pain, Magister, and I feel the anguish of this
hour."
Magister Knips sat exhausted and cowering on the
chest : the Scholar stood over him, and his words sank
like blows on the Magister's head.
" I cannot conceal the fact, Magister, that you are
a forger
;
j'ou can never again move in our circle
;
your career is closed by your transgression, you are
lost to learning, lost to all who took an interest in your
work. You have vanished from the place which you
held amongst us ; nothing remains but a black shadow.
Human powers laboriously trained, a spirit of uncom-
mon acuteness and fullness, are lost and dead to us ;
and I mourn over you as over a dead man."
The Scholar wept, and Knips covered his face with
his hands. Werner hastened to his writing- table.
" If you require means to maintain your ruined life
in some other neighborhood, here it is. Take what
you require."
He threw some money on the table.
"Try to conceal yourself where no member of our
community will meet you. May all the good become
your portion, which is still possible for you to have
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on earth. But fly, Magister ; avoid those places where
one shall think of you with the sorrow and repugnance
that the faithful workman feels towards one who is
untrue."
Knips rose ; his face was paler than usual, and he
looked distractedly about him.
"I need no money," he said, with faint voice ; " I
have enough for my journey. I beg of the Professor
to care for my mother."
The Scholar turned away, the strong man sobbed.
Magister Knips went to the door ; there he stopped.
"I have the Homer of 1488; tell my mother to
give you the book. Though the thought of me be
painful, yet keep the book. It was a treasure to me."
The Magister closed the door and went slowly out
of the house. The wind drove through the streets
;
it blew against the back of the Magister, and hastened
his steps.
"It drives," murmured Knips again; "it drives
me onward."
At the open square he remained standing in the
wind ; looking towards the clouds, which were passing
in hasty flight beneath the moon. Distorted figures
hovered in the grey vapor and glided over his head.
He thought of the last proof-sheets which he had read
in his native town, and spoke some Greek words ; they
were verses from the Eumenides of .lEschj'lus :
—
" Rush on I rush on ! rush on ! ye messengers of vengeance !"
He went up to the castle, and remained standing
before the lighted windows ; the four black steeds
which brought the Sovereign back from the tower
castle to the city dashed past him, and he clenched
his bony fist at the carriage. He then ran round the
castle to the park side. There, against a tree, beneath
the windows of the Sovereign's apartment, he cowered
;
looked up to the castle, and again raised his fist
against the lord of it, and sighed. He looked up at
the dark boughs that towered over him, gazed at the
sky and the grey flitting shadows which coursed along
under the moon, and desperate thoughts passed through
his mind :
"When the moon vanishes that will be a token to
me also."
He looked long at the moon. Amidst his wild
thoughts a Latin sentence entered his confused brain:
" ' The moon and the earth are but as little points in
the universe ; ' that is beautifully said by Ammianus
IMarcellinus. I have compared the manuscripts of
this Roman ; I have made conjectures on all sides with
respect to his mutilated text; I have pored for years
over him. If I do here, in order to vex this ignorant
lord, what was done to Haman, all this preparation
for my Roman would be lost."
He rushed from under the trees and ran to his
dwelling. There he collected all his possessions, put
his small copy of Ammianus into his pocket, and
hastened with his bundle to the gate.
They say he went to the same country to which
his brother had gone before him—far off in the West.
He passed away, he hid his head—an unfaithful
servant, and at the same time a victim of science. All his
life long he had pondered over written words ; now the
living words, which penetrated from another soul into
his, drove him from his home. Day and night he had
been surrounded with the letters of books and learned
writings which had flowed from the pen on to the
white sheets ; but the blessing of living words which
pass from the mouth to the ear, and echo from heart
to heart, had failed him at the right time ; for what is
in common use with us is also our highest boon. Its
power is as mysterious to us to-day as it was to our
ancestors; the generation of our literary period, ac-
customed to contemplate tones in their imaginations,
and to estimate the powers of nature by measure and
weight, seldom think how powerfully the echoing
word from the human heart rules within us ; it is
mistress and servant, it elevates and annihilates us,
it produces disease and health. Happy the living
being in whose ear it sounds full and pure, who in-
cessantly receives the soft sound of love and the
hearty call of friendship. He who is deprived of the
blessing of the conversation which flows from warm
hearts, wanders among others as a living being in
whom the spirit is separated from the body, or like a
book that one opens, makes use of, and puts away at
pleasure. The Magister had sinned by the written
word ; a cr^' of agony uttered by a human voice had
frightened him into the misty and silent distance.
CHAPTER XXXIX.
BEFORE THE CRISIS.
The cattle lowed and the sheep-bells tinkled, and
the springing blades of wheat waved in the wind. The
eldest daughter of the family was again walking in the
garden, surrounded by her brothers and sisters.
What has become of the glad brightness of your eye
and the hearty child's laugh. Lady Use? Your coun-
tenance has become serious and your demeanor sub-
dued
;
your looks scan critically the men about you
and the paths that you tread, and calm commands
sound from your lips. Your home has not made your
heart light, nor given you back again what you lost
among strangers.
But it zealously exercises its right to be loved by
you and to show you love ; it recalls familiar images
to your soul, and old recollections awake at every
step ; the people whom you fostered faithfuU}' in your
heart, the animals that you cared for, and the trees
that 3'ou planted, greet you, and labor busily to cover
with bright colors what lies gloomily within 3'ou.
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The first evening was painful. When Use, accom-
panied by her neighbor, entered her home a fugitive,
striving to conceal what tormented her, amidst the
terror of her father and the inquisitive questions of
her brothers and sisters, anger and dismay once more
threw their black shadows over her. But on the
breast of her father, under the roof of a secure house,
together with the feeling of safety, her old energy
revived, and she was able to conceal from the eyes of
her loved ones that which was not her secret alone.
Another painful hour came. Use was sitting late
in the evening, as years before, on her chair opposite
her father. After her storj' was told, the strong man
looked down anxiously, used hard words concerning
her husband, and cursed the other. When he told
her that even in her father's house danger threatened
her, when he desired her to be cautious at every step,
and when he told her that in her childhood there had
been a dark rumor that a maiden from the house on
the rock, a child of a former possessor, had been the
victim of a distinguished prince, she raised her hands
to heaven. Her father seized them and drew her
towards him.
"We are wrong to forget in an uncertain future
how mercifully Providence has guarded you. I hold
you by the hand and you stand on the soil of your
home. We must do what the day requires, and trust
everything else to a higher Being. As for the talk
of strangers we care not ; they are weather-cocks. Be
calm and have confidence."
The younger children chattered innocently ; they
asked about the charming life at the capital, they
wished to know accurately what their sister had gone
through, and above all how the Sovereign of the coun-
try had treated Use, he whom they thought of as a
holy Christ, as the unwearied dispenser of joy and
happiness. But the elder ones were more cautious in
their language without exactly knowing why, with that
kind of natural tact which children show towards
those whom they love. Use accompanied her sister
Clara through the upper floor, they arranged the room
for the guests who were expected, and placed an im-
mense bunch of flowers in the room which Mr. Hum-
mel was to occupy. Her brothers took her through the
kitchen-garden into the narrow valley, and showed her
the new wooden bridge over the water to the grotto,
which their father had built as a surprise for Use. Use
passed by the swollen brook, the water rushed yellow
and muddy over the rocks, it had overflowed the small
strip of meadow by its banks and flowed in a strong
stream down the valley to the town. Use sought the
place where she once, under the foliage and wild
plants, lay concealed, when she read in the eyes of her
Felix the acknowledgement of his love. This cosy
nook was also flooded ; the stream ran muddily over it.
the flowers were broken down and washed away, the
alder bushes covered to their upper branches, and
reeds and discolored foam hung round them : only the
white stem of a birch rose out of the devastation, and
the flood whirled round its lowest branches. •
"The flood is passing away," said Use, sadly; "in
a few days the ground will again be visible, and where
the verdure has been injured the mild rays of the sun
will soon restore it. But how will it be with me ? There
is no light so long as he is not with me, and when I
see him again how he will be changed ? How will he,
so serious and zealous, bear the cold wind of adversity
that has passed through his life and mine ? "
Her father watched her carefully ; he talked to her
more frequently than formerly. Whenever he returned
from the field he told her of the work that was doing
on the farm ; he was always taking care not to touch
on thoughts that might give her pain, and the daughter
felt how tender and loving was the attention of the
busy man. Now he beckoned to her from a distance,
and near him was walking a thick-set figure, with a
large head and comfortable aspect.
"Mr. Hummel!" exclaimed Use, joyfully, and
hastened with winged footsteps towards him. "When
will he come?" she called out, with eager expectation.
"As soon as he is free," replied Hummel.
"Who detains him there?" said the wife, looking
sorrowful.
Mr. Hummel explained. At his report the wrinkles
on Use's forehead disappeared, and she led her guest
into the old house. Mr. Hummel looked astonished
at the tail race that had grown up on the rock : he
looked with admiration on the girls and respectfully at
the heads of the boys. Use did not to-day forget what
becomes a good housewife in welcoming a guest. Mr.
Hummel was happy among the country people, and
delighted with the flowers in his room ; he took the
sprightly lad Franz upon his knee, and made him drink
almost too much out of his glass. Then he went through
the farm with the proprietor and Use ; he was clever
in his judgment, and he and his host recognized in
each other sound common sense. At last Use asked
him frankly how he was pleased with her home.
" Everything is magnificent," said Hummel; "the
development of the family, their curly heads, the flow-
ers, the cattle, and the domestic arrangements. Com-
pared to the business of H. Hummel, it is like a gourd
to a cucumber. Everything capacious and abundandt,
only to my taste there is too much straw."
Use was called aside by her father.
"The Prince is preparing to depart. He has ex-
pressed a wish to speak to you first. Will you see him ? "
"Not to-daj'. To-day belongs to you and our
guest, but to-morrow," said Use.
(To be continutd,)
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SELECTIONS FROM THE GERMAN.
TRANSLATED BY MARY MORGAN (GOWAN LEA).
No ! let me weave in the One Great Plan
My feeble thread of toil, and trust,
And helpfulness. I can !
And as I live, I must."
Hope on hope falls to the ground,
Yet the heart shall hope again ;
\Va\'e doth over wave resound.
Yet the sea they cannot drain.
Waves shall rise and waves recede,
Such the life of the great sea
;
Hearts shall hope and hearts shall bleed,
Such" is life for you and me.
THE BROOK.
Evening shadows falling
Over wood and lea,
All the world is peaceful,
Far as eye can see :
All except the brooklet
Swiftly-flowing, near ;
Rushing, tumbling, alway
Are its waters clear.
Evening cannot soothe it-
Murmuring it goes
;
Vesper-bell shall never
Bring it sweet repose.
—Hoffmann von Fallersla
THE RICH MAN'S QUESTION.
BY MARTHA AGNES RAND.
' Shall I walk the world alone.
Leave other hands to mould
Mankind, and live, a peaceful drone,
Upon my hoarded gold ?
Saying : ' Why should I weep
Because of want and shame ?
I earned the down on which I sleep
—
Let others make a name.'
" No ! for a by-gone strength has built
The place of ease that I hold to-day.
And courage must ever war with guilt
To hew rough steps in the stubborn way
Of Progress. Then work ! with hand, with brain,
Ere morning's lustre fade to-night
Not for reward or gain,
But for the soul of Right.
" Shall I say : ' But life is brief
;
Why strive 'gainst what must be ?
Best let them battle, joy and grief —
I walk—unwittingly
My footsteps doom to death
.\ thousand throbbing lives,
For life and death must mingle breath,
And thus the great world thrives.'
" No ! there are sickness and sin enough
Lying plainly before the sight.
While crime is human, while hearts are tough.
There will be ever a wrong to right.
BOOK REVIEWS.
The Progress of Religious Freedom as Shown in the His-
tory OF THE Toleration Acts. Philip Schaff, D. D., LL. D.
New York : Charles Scribner's Sons. Chicago : A. C. Mc-
Clurg & Co. $1.50.
In December, 1888, Dr. Schaff prepared a paper upon " The
Progress of Religious Freedom as Shown in the History of the
Toleration Acts," for the first annual meeting of the American
Society of Church History, held in the city of Washington, D. C.
The present treatise, the distinguished professor informs us, is an
"enlargement" of that paper ; it forms a companion-piece to the
essay " Church and State in the United States" ; it is an important
chapter of church history, " almost ignored in European works,"
and never yet the recipient of proper attention ; it can moreover
"best be written from the American standpoint because America
reaps the benefit of all preceding Toleration Acts and has success-
fully tested, by an experience of a full century, the system of re-
ligious freedom on the basis of legal equality and a peaceful sep-
aration of church and state."
An Edict, or Act of Toleration, Dr. Schaff defines to be "a
grant of civil government which authorizes religious societies dis-
senting from the State religion to worship according to the dic-
tates of conscience without liability to persecution." Dr. Schaff
begins with the Edict of Constantine the Great, portrays the tran-
sition from intolerance of Christianity to intolerance by Christ-
ianity, carries us through the Middle Ages, and through Modern
Europe to the ending of the religious wars and the Treaty of West-
phalia
;
and then proceeds onward through the era of secular pol-
itics to the present status in Europe and America. Translations
of original documents (the Edict of Constantine and the Edict of
Nantes) are appended. Throughout, the narrative is accurate and,
in the main, impartial. The work forms, in itself, a finished
chapter of history.
One criticism, however, may be advanced. Dr. Schaff, whether
in deference to a sentimental popular notion, or prompted by
actual good faith, seems still to cling to the political and theolog-
ical fiction of "absolute rights." Speaking of the difference be-
tween toleration and liberty we read : "The one is a concession,
the other a right : the one a gift of man, the other a gift of God.
* * * Religious liberty is a natural, fundamental, and inalienable
right of every man." And yet in the same chapter. Dr. Schaff,
appealing to the legal maxim. Sic utere ttio ut alienttni non laedas,
directly admits that the State is the arbiter of this " natural and
inalienable right " : the State defines its extent, and interprets its
meaning, and deals with it as it deals with every "natural right."
The criterion, "What the State permits it commands, " is appli-
cable here ; and to call the negative conduct of a political sov-
ereign "a gift of God" and "a natural right," is a violence to
philosophy as well as a wilful non-recognition of fact. The same
insidious inaccuracy lurks in utterances like ' ' There is a law above
all human laws." The " human law " is the positive command of
apolitical sovereign, over which a sanction impends ; the "law
above," as regards its authoritative character, is an unwarranted
figurative extension of the word in its original sense ; it can only
denote the invariable succession of observed phenomena, and in
the present instance, it denotes the highly uncertain succession of
the phenomena of individual conscience—conscience, the accident
of environment and, too often, of ecclesiastical fatalism. That
dictum, however reverently uttered, places the anarchist on the
same footing with the enlightened theologian. /x/tp/c.
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THE TEACHER'S OUTLOOK.
Published by The Teacher's Publishing Com-
pany, Des Moines, Iowa. A monthly magazine de-
voted to the interests of teachers and advanced
pupils and intended to supplement the good work
done by other school journals rather than to occupy
the same field. Instead of filling its columns with
school methods, school aids, and the details of
school work, it will aim to interest the teachers in
matters outside of the atmosphere of the school
room, and its columns will furnish an Outlook
upon affairs of life, facts in science and nature
which illustrate and test the theories of the schools.
In this work it will hope to furnish the teacher with
a natural source of inspiration and mental energy,
quicken thought and make the schoolroom a place
joyous with buoyant spirits that offer a responsive
greeting to the inquiring minds of youth, rather
than heavy with that gtoom and dullness which
often surrounds the daily toil.
A leading feature of the magazine will be a
monthly review of current events, civil and indus-
trial problems, scientific inventions, discoveries,
etc.
Another feature will be a very complete Review
of current Literature, especially of all books and
magazines coming within the sphere of its labor.
We have entered into arrangements with all the
leading publishers to keep us informed of all their
new and prospective publications, and the Reviews
will be made by competent critics.
Still another feature, and a very important one
as giving a practical value to the Outlook offered,
will be the formation of a circle of writers out of
its subscribers, from which it hopes to draw its
corps of contributors. This plan is original as ap-
plied to a magazine, and is based on the idea of
co-operation, or mutual helpfulness. If met with
that appreciation necessary to its full execution it
will be the means of introducing many new writers
to the public, and of aiding many who now lack
the traming in the expression of thought necessary
the field of literature into which their tastes would
lead them. Si. 50 per year. Sample copies 20 cts.
Good pay to agents. 112
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BARGAINS IN ADVERTISING IN DAILY News-
papers in many principal cities and towns, a List
which offers peen'ar inducements to some adver-
tisers.
LARGEST CIROULATTONS. A complete Ust of
all American papers issuing regularly more than
25^000 copies.
^HE BEST LTSTOF LOCAL NEWSPAPERS. OOT-
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UPON THIS ROCK!
A LIFE-CHRONICLE OF THE LAST CEN-
TURY OF CHRISTIAN CIVILIZATION.
£r M. C. 0'BYRNE.
Post free on receipt of price by the publishers.
ELLIS, MOORE, &- BANGS,
39 and 41 Melinda Street,
TORONTO, ONTARIO, CAN.
"FAIR PLAY,"
in its issues of May nth and May i8th, exposes the
unfounded nature of the claim made by Christian
prohibitionists that the Bible is favorable both to
abstinence and prohibition. It is demonstrated
that it is neither, hundreds of tests being cited by
the compiler of
*' BIBLE TEMPERANCE."
Labor, governmental, and financial questions dis-
cussed by able writers.
During the Summer a complete history will be
given of the Walker and Harman " Autonomistic
Marriage," together with a concise statement of
the principals' present views upon the subject.
Those who subscribe now will therefore receive
the " official report " of this famous cause.
Seventy-five Cents per year.
Forty Cents per six months.
Address :
"FAIR PLAY.^^
Box 498. VALLEY FALLS, KANSAS.
Yearly Subscriptic eluding postage, :
WATTS'S LITERARY GUIDE.
A Monthly Record of Liberal and Advanced
Publications.
Invaluable to all who desire to keep abreast with
the highest thought of the age.
SPECIMEN COPY POST FREE.
Address: WATTS & CO., 17, Johnson's Court,
Fleet street, LONDON, E. C,
" Post cards should be stamped with two cents."
Scientific Pamphlets.
The Open Cour eceipt of a number of the
latest re-publications of the
Murwissenscliaftliclie Wochensclirift,
in pamphlet form, which will be sent postpaid to
any address for the price marked.
DR. V. SCHLEGEL. Ueber den sogenannten
vierdimensionalen Raum. 20 Cents.
PROF. DR. A. SCHUBERT. Das Rechnen an
den Fingern und Maschinen. 20 Cents.
PROF. DR. KARL KRAEPELIN. Die Bedeu-
tung der naturhistorischen, insonderheit der
Zoologischen Museen. 20 Cents.
PROF. DR. E. LOEW. Anleitung zu bliiten-
biologischen Beobachtungen. 20 Cents.
DR. F. M. STAPFF. Das ' glaziale ' Dwykakon-
glomerat Siidafrikas. 30 Cents.
DR. ROBERT MITTMANN. Die Bakterien nnd
die Art ihrer Untersuchung. 30 Cents.
DR H. POTONIE. Die systemalische Zugeho-
rigkeit der versteinerten Hiilzer (vom Tyfus
Araucarioxylon) in den palffiolithischen For-
mationen. 25 Cents.
Natural Rights, Natural Liberty,
AND NATURAL LAW.
An Inquiry into tiie Causes of So-
cial Maladjustments. The Rational,
Just, and Adequate Remedy.
A work that treats of basic principles, and should
be read carefully by all liberal and social reform
thinkers. It is highly commended by Samuel P.
Putnam, Henry George, Hugh Pentecost, Herbert
Spencer, and other men of note. Price, 25 cents.
Address, F. Q. STUAKT.
Editor, "\Tlie Arbitrator." 1653 Blake Street,
DENVER, COLORADO.
"UNITY."
With the first of March, '89, this paper has entered
upon its eleventh year in an enlarged form, so that
it can print each week a sermon representative of
its message and mission, and at the same time it
hopes by an addition to its present list of fifteen
hundred new subscribers to reduce the price to a
dollar, i, e.y to increase the capacity 25 per cent,
and reduce the price 33^ per cent. UNITY is the
organ of the National Unity Club Bureau, it has
fostered and to a large extent shaped the Postoffice
Mission work, it believes in and works for People's
Churches and inclusive religion. It is suspicious
of sectarian tendencies and dogmatic esclusive-
ness. It believes that religion should be friendly
to science, and that it is indebted to its triumphs.
It seeks to make religion a part of and essential to
all human helpings. It would make Rationalism
reverent and Reverence rational. It is in search of
the unities of universal religion that reaches from
the Catholic Church to the Ethical Culture Society,
that includes the perennial elements in Christen-
dom, Judaism, and all other forms and names that
have purified, sweetened, and ennobled life.
SPECIAL OFFER
To Readers of "The Open Court" only.
For Si. 50 we will send " UNITY " beginning with
the number current on receipt of order and con-
tinuing to March i, 1890, and will mail one each of
the following pamphlets:
Truths for the Times. By Francis E. Abbot.
Natural Religion. By James Vila Blake.
The Present Heaven. By O. B. Frothingham.
The Religion of jesus. By H. M. Simmons.
On the Vision of Heaven. By F. W. Newman.
Is Romanism Real Christianity? By F. W. New-
man and Francis E, Abbot,
The Change of Front of the Universe. By M. J.
Savage.
Christian Propagandism. By Francis E. Abbot.
Evolution in its Relations to Evangelical Religion.
By B. F. Underwood and others.
Compulsory Education. By Francis E. Abbot.
Concerning Immortality. By Frances Power
Cobbe, William M. Salter, Henry M. Simmons,
Minot J. Savage, and others.
An Address. By Ralph Waldo Emerson.
UNITY, without the Pamphlets, Si.oo. Single
Copies, 5 Cents.
CHARLES H. KERR & CO.,
Publishers.
175 Dearborn Street, Chicago.
TWENTIETHCENTURY
HUGH 0. PENTECOST, Editor.
The only so-called "liberal" paper that is in
favor of radical social regeneration.
Among its contributors are leading single taxers,
socialists, anarchists, protectionists, free-traders,
agnostics. Christians, Hebrews, spiritualists and
materialists. Some of them are :
Edward Bellamy, Clinton Furbish,
Rev. John Chadwick. Dyer D. Luin,
Rev. IV. S. Crowe, T. L. McCready,
Rev. Henry Frank, M. M. Mangasarian,
Rabbi G. Cottliiel, IV. L. Sheldon,
Rev. y. C. Kimball, A. fan Deuscn,
Sam'l y. MeDonald, Rev. y. C. F. Crumbine,
Rev. R. Heber Newton, Rev. yohn Hall, D. D.,
Win. nr. Salter, LL D.,
Ella Stevens, Rev. yantes M. H'hiton,
IVm. T. Croasdale, Ph. D.
Dan'l DeLeon,PhD.,
Elegantly printed on fine white paper. Issued
weekly. One dollar a year.
{^^° Each new subscriber will receive a copy of
Mr. Pentecost's book, " What I believe." Samfle
eofies free.
Twentietii Century Publishing Company,
No. 4 Warren St., NEW YORK CITY.
